In electron microscopy, charging of non-conductive biological samples by focused electron beams hinders their high-resolution imaging. Gold or platinum coatings have been commonly used to prevent such sample charging, but it disables further quantitative and qualitative chemical analyses by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Here we report that graphene-coating on biological samples enables nondestructive high-resolution imaging by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as chemical analysis by EDS, utilizing graphene's transparency to electron beams, high conductivity, outstanding mechanical strength, and flexibility. We believe that the graphene-coated imaging and analysis would provide us a new opportunity to explore various biological phenomena unseen before due to the limitation in sample preparation and image resolution, which will broaden our understanding on the life mechanism of various living organisms.
Comprehensive understanding of biological objects -their chemical, physiochemical and biological characteristics -can be effectively achieved through electron microscopy (EM) analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] , preferably without any fixation or auxiliary surface treatment. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) are increasingly more employed as they provide direct imaging of specimen's morphological structures 5 with high-resolution. In addition, the unique interaction between electron beams and specimen enables various physical and chemical analyses such as energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), electron probe micro analysis (EPMA), and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 6, 7 . Nevertheless, charge accumulation on non-conductive surface by electron beams has always hindered EMmediated biological studies as it distorts the morphological and chemical characteristics of the specimens [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Thus, various metal deposition methods have been employed to dissipate the charge in the non-conducting specimens [13] [14] [15] . However, the relatively thick metal coatings hamper from studying sample's fine surface structure at nanometer scale, because the surface features smaller than metal grain size (~10 nm) cannot be imaged
properly. In addition, X-ray fluorescence signals required for EDS analysis are screened by metal layers 16 . Furthermore, it is usually difficult to use the metal-coated samples for further analyses such as TEM that requires electron-transparency. Here we report that graphene-coating on biological samples enables non-destructive high-resolution imaging by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as chemical analysis by EDS, utilizing graphene's transparency to electron beams, high conductivity, outstanding mechanical strength, and flexibility [17] [18] [19] [20] . We believe that the graphene-coated imaging and analysis would provide us a new opportunity to explore various biological phenomena unseen before due to the limitation in sample preparation and image resolution, which will broaden our understanding on the life mechanism of various living organisms.
A recent progresses in large scale synthesis of high quality graphene films using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods have widened its potential in practical device applications as well as unique interests in basic scientific researches [21] [22] [23] [24] . The feasibility of the large scale fabrication of continuous graphene films as well as easy transfer onto diverse biological objects opens up a unique opportunity to create new hetero-interfaces or interfaces with non-conducing biological samples. As demonstrated in a recent work 25 , the in-situ high-resolution EM imaging of nanocrystal growth has been achieved by using graphene liquid cells to encapsulate nanoscale materials as well as their environment (i.e. liquid) and separate them from the vacuum environment. In this regard, graphene mediated coating on biological samples can provide highresolution EM imaging and chemical analysis due to the excellent electron and heat flow thorough the graphene and electron-transparency. Here, with taking all these advantages of graphene films, we have employed continuous graphene films as coating for biological samples and exploited them for non-destructive high-resolution electron microscopy imaging and chemical analysis.
As schematically displayed in Fig. 1 , the unique feasibility and availability of continuous graphene films at large scale enables the conformal coating of biological objects including leaves, ants, spiders, neuron cells, and Escherichia coli (E. coli), whose sizes range from several centimeters down to few micrometers. Atomically-thin and electrically-conducting graphene membranes were prepared on non-conducting biological surface by isolating graphene films from copper (Cu) foils after CVD growth, followed by conformal coating onto biological samples as illustrated in Fig. 1C .
Compared to other conventional sample preparation methods including fixation and metal sputter coating (Figs. 1a and 1b), the present method based on graphene coating is relatively simple, bio-friendly, and non-destructive, which is particularly advantageous for preserving samples for further experiments.
Monolayer graphene film was prepared on high-purity Cu foil using CVD method (please see supplementary materials). Continuous graphene films coated with protecting polymer layers (i.e. poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)) can be isolated from Cu foils and transferred to a desired surface after wet chemical etching 23 . The number of graphene layers was controlled by repeating this transfer process. We found that triple-layered (3-layer) graphene films provide both electron transparency and mechanical stability optimized for SEM analysis even without PMMA supports (Fig.   S1 ). For actual SEM imaging, the biological specimens were cleaned and transferred onto a metallic sample stage to facilitate electron discharge. The 3-layer graphene sheets were then transferred on top of the biological specimen by scooping from bottom side, followed by drying in a desiccator.
To demonstrate the advantages of using graphene membrane for SEM imaging, we have selected several representative biological specimens (ants, bee's wings, water fleas, and E. coli) that are different in terms of size, surface hardness, and morphology.
The 3-layer graphene mostly covered these millimeter to sub-micron sized samples, and only shows minor fractures caused by mechanical deformation around needle-like structures (Fig. 2c) . In contrast to CVD graphene coating, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) coating methods resulted in inhomogeneous coating possibly due to their poor mechanical strength and difference in hydrophobicity ( Unlike the above mentioned hard-surfaced insects, soft biological objects such as living cells and bacteria need to be treated with aldehyde fixation, osmium tetroxide staining, and critical point drying processes for SEM imaging, which often distorts the sample contents and disables further qualitative or quantitative chemical analyses. In this regard, the simple graphene-coating method is advantageous because biological samples close to their native structures can be imaged and preserved for further analyses.
We demonstrate that a common bacteria, E. coli, cultured in a liquid medium can be imaged after graphene-coating that protects E. coli from sudden vacuum drying as well as e-beam damage (Fig. 2j-l We suppose that strong contrast in SEM images comes from charging of the surrounding water layers rather than DNA itself, which can be evidenced by no contrast in the cracked region without water layers (Fig. 2n) .
Furthermore, we compared the performances of graphene-coating and Pt-coating methods in chemical analysis by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (Fig. 3 ). All the experimental conditions and parameters including spot sizes and signal collection time were identical. The results show that EDS signals from graphene-coated samples ( Fig.   3a ) are 2~3 times stronger than Pt-coated samples (Fig. 3b) , which facilitates the qualitative and quantitative chemical analyses on, for example, nitrogen-containing chitin (from ants) and oxygen-rich cellulose (from leaves). The non-destructive analysis enabled by graphene coating is particularly effective for element-specific EDS mapping.
The water flea sample was fed on sub-25 nm cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO2 NPs) to analyses also indicate that the graphene-coated method is superior to Pt-coating in terms of signal intensity. We attribute the signal reduction in Pt-coated samples to the absorption and scattering of incident electrons and X-ray fluorescence radiation by thick Pt layers, which will be further discussed in Fig. 4 .
The outstanding performance of atomically thin graphene membrane as protective coating for EM analysis was theoretically confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. S9) .
In conclusion, we demonstrated that graphene's outstanding mechanical strength, conductivity, flexibility, and transparency to electron beams enable the simple and nondestructive imaging and analysis of various biological samples with high resolution that can be hardly achieved in bare or metal-coated samples. The graphene coating effectively prevent charge accumulation by spreading e-beam induced charges and heats over large surface area, and the high mechanical strength and flexibility of graphene allows conformal coating by excellent adhesion with various biological interfaces. We believe that the graphene-coated imaging and analysis would provide us a new opportunity to explore various biological phenomena unseen before due to the limitation in sample preparation and image resolution, which will broaden our understanding on the life mechanism of various living organisms.
Supplementary Information accompanies the paper. The intensity of Pt/Chitin are 6, 116, and 259 at 2 keV, 5 keV, and 10 keV, respectively.
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